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«TAIF» as it is
«TAIF» is considered to be a closed company. Its General Director Albert Shigaboutdinov shares this
opinion because of the principle his company follows: «Results before words». This is explained, ﬁrst of
all, by the fact that people working in TAIF don’t like to waste words to the wind, and, secondly, they understand that the already declared plans are more difﬁcult to realize because someone may want to put a
spoke in company’s wheel, to create obstacles using contacts from the circle close to the government.
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Keeping to such a kind of policy the company «works wonders»;
with each new realized project the
competitors stay kicking themselves. Another scenario for the
competitors is spreading rumors.
The toughest one, saying that son
of the President of the Republic
of Tatarstan Radik Shaimiev controls and manages everything in
TAIF, crossed even the republican
borders. This rumor supported by
the false «facts» was disclosed
in mass media quite during the
presidential campaign in Tatarstan. Head of TAIF explained that
because of the importance of the
situation it was decided to prosecute false accusers and to apply
to court.
Thus, whether you believe it
or not, Albert Shigaboutdinov is
the only person that manages the
whole TAIF company. He is one of
the company’s «founding fathers»
who, together with other talented
and energetic people, developed
the company to one of the leaders
of the economy of Tatarstan. That
is why one can’t talk about «TAIF»
company without talking about
its top manager. If this discussion
had taken place during the Soviet
General Director of PSC TAIF, Albert Shigaboutdinov era, one could call the ﬁrst chapter
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«Hardening of Steel» (as the title of
a very popular Russian patriotic
novel written in the thirties). But
we witness another times, so and
the chapter will be named accordingly…
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The team. Management of PSC TAIF

talent for management, organizational skills, business experience,
reputation etc. We can continue
with this list but let’s turn again to
the main hero of our story. The life
begins from childhood, so let’s begin with his childhood.
In our life, we very often ought
to act against any «I can’t». This is
called a will. Albert Shigaboutdinov understood this when he was
eight. In spring, he went with his
friends to watch the ice drift near
the village he lived in. Of course,
they got wet, because even if the
water was cold, one could hardly
stop the boys near the water. Afterwards, they walked round the
forest, kilometer after kilometer.
Such a beautiful scene! Some
places are still covered with snow,
somewhere the ground is touched
with the ﬁrst grass. Finally, they got
tired and reached a meadow. The
sun warms you from the sky while
the ground under your feet is cold.
Warm beams did their part and
Albert fell asleep on the ground.
The next day came with high temperature, his legs failed, and inability to make a single step. The
treatment given at home had no
effect, one week after Albert was
moved to hospital. The diagnosis showed phage rheumatism in
heavy condition. Later, in the hospital, he got onto feet, but he still
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was seriously ill. After the hospital
he stayed some time in the sanatorium in Tatarstan followed by
staying in Eupatoria. The doctors,
while sending young Albert home
after the hospital, instructed him
that he should start going in for
sports little by little. But he didn’t
want to do this «little by little», he
wanted to recover as soon as possible. That’s why he was spending
two-three hours a day with football in summer and hockey in winter. By the eighth grade, the diagnosis of rheumatism was changed
by rheumatic carditis. Albert continued his efforts to overcome
the disease by skiing. And, ﬁnally,
in his tenth grade the diagnosis
showed «healthy».
In spite of the disease and
much time spent to overcome it,
Albert had many other hobbies.
He was fond of drawing, charting, mathematics, different mathematic exercises with some of
them solved on twelve sheets of
paper. He got interested in radio,
dismantled and collected the radio receivers, made sending sets.
This hobby wasn’t the cheapest
one. The boy’s father who was the
chief engineer in a collective farm
allowed him to take care of sheep
and bullheads. He took care of
them, made hay, feed up, and
gave them back. Money received
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The initial
accumulation of capital
Envy, as it explained by the psychologists (and in translation from
the scientiﬁc language to the understandable one) is an emotion
expressed by people who want
something but can’t get it. And
the more they want, the more aggression they express towards
those who have this already. The
epidemic of envy has touched the
whole Russian territory as somebody suddenly became rich while
others suddenly turned to poverty.
The latter started questioning what
the reason and the source were for
the others’ wealth: «They couldn’t
get it other than by appropriating
the people’s ownership». Such
kind of phrase is excusable when
said by old, weak people with no
enough force to struggle for the
place under the «market sun». But
it was repeated by strong men who
would like to be rich but failed to
be. Today, they can be met far less.
People came to an understanding
that not everyone could be a leader because of the people’s nature.
The explanation was found for the
question concerning the source
of wealth, as well: there are people who thrived on other people’s
wealth, but there are those who
started from the ground up and
reached their success without any
appropriation.
Nevertheless, it is true, that
when you look at it, you see that
no one started from the zero point.
After all, aside from the «plants,
newspapers, ships» and hired
money, there is such a point as immaterial capital – the capital that
was highly estimated during the
Soviet times but wasn’t always
correspondingly valued. Saying
immaterial capital we mean the
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from this «business» was spent
for radio parts, later for a recorder
and his own motorcycle. A new
source of money appeared as his
father bought «Druzhba» chainsaw.
At that time a village suffered from
absence of gas, thus, each house
required about three cars of sawed
wood. The owner of chainsaw had
a queue of people with need of his
service. One cubic meter of wood
was paid with one ruble not talking about thanks.
Albert Shigaboutdinov while
calling to memory his thirst working experience said that he had
worked during his school years
not to depend upon somebody.
This desire for independence inﬂuenced Albert’s decision on his
future way after the school. His father gave him an advice on some
agricultural institute. He wanted
to see him in the village after
the studies. And, later, after the
years have passed, Albert’s father
whom he recently followed to his
grave grumbled: «I brought you up
in order to see you helping to your
native region, and you..». But there
was nothing to be done cause the
opinions of father and son were
different. The father offered him
to go to study to St. Petersburg
where his friends were studying at
the University. Who knows, may be
Albert could accept the proposal if
it were not for this inkling of some
protégé. He heard how country
people talk about other like: «This
one entered the University thanks
to his abilities while this one
thanks to his relations». Albert
didn’t want to be said the same
things. Especially as his mother,
being an extremely honest person
and acting as a deputy principal
and teacher of Russian language
and literature, taught him one
more lesson, i.e. put him the only
«good» mark in his school diploma
instead of «excellent» during his
ﬁnal examinations. Albert reassured his mother that thereby she
«destroyed» his potential golden
medal but the answer sounded:
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The construction of one of the most exciting projects realized by TAIF GROUP
– Cultural and Entertainment Complex «Pyramid» – is coming to an end

«a letter of appreciation is also a
good recognition».
He entered Kazan aeronautical
institute because this institution
responded to his enthusiasm for
mathematics and radio. Besides,
there he had no father’s friends;
he could rely only on himself even
though ﬁve people applied for one
seat that year. Finally, he became
the student of that university.
It was the university where he
took the position of a leader for
the ﬁrst time. Different communities, student organizations, komsomol (young communist league):
Albert was so devotedly dedicated
to the social work that soon he
was elected as the chairman of
educational and methodic commission – a speciﬁc form of student self-administration at that
time. After the ﬁrst year of university study, he registered for the
works in a construction team (a
form of work for students during
the summer period). The situation
repeated every year. At ﬁrst, he
was a common soldier (the lowest
category of position), later turned
to a commissar, and in later 1974
in Nizhnekamsk became a commander. After all, a commander is
a kind of a person responsible for
organization of others’ work, it is
an executive position. The money
earned increased along with the
responsibility for the work done.
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The practice of earning an independence during his school years
moved his independence during
the student years. Albert Shigaboutdinov recall in his memory
that he met his future wife during
the school years. He says, «She
remembered that at that time we
visited restaurants almost every
evening. They weren’t too expensive, and ﬁve rubles or two were
quite enough for one such a visit».
Answering my question what else
he spent the earned money for,
he says: «For not being envious. I
worked not to feel myself worse
than others. I could afford myself
to buy things that were common
only for the student whose parents were rich, such as a tape recorder into my room, a television
set, some fashionable dress etc.»
His diploma work was such a
success that he was offered to
continue his studies by the work
in the University. He wasn’t afraid
of the salary of RUR 115 and kept
working on the University department he graduated from. To solve
the problem with the lack of money he used to organize construction teams to leave for earnings.
At that time, the USSR government decided to build the model
of a state-owned farm (so-called
sovkhoz) producing the horticultural production. This was the
place where Albert went with his
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The taming
of the shrew
A big construction project always means big money. In its turn,
big money means great passions.
Nobody knows the underlying reasons, but one moment the highlevel bodies were given a number
of appeals against the «misallocation of funds». A special commission paid a visit to the sovkhoz.
The inspection was carried on for
six months with the involvement
of a prosecutor, Ministry of Internal Affairs, one more commission
– departmental. As an example,
the foundation was digged out
for tens of meters while someone
calculated how much of concrete
was spent for this construction
project, whether there was any
false reporting. Shigaboutdinov
kept the act that was made as a
result of the inspection. It seems
that the document was made as a
kind of recommendation for a reward. The construction was called
a beyond reproach one. Nevertheless, the inspectors had found two
wrong-doings after all. The ﬁrst
one concerned the tradition that
is very popular with rural people,
i.e. to celebrate the completion
of seeding and harvesting. The
celebration here means providing machine operators with food &
beverage. And work gloves, buckets and other inventory showed
in invoice strangely changed into
food & beverage. Shigaboutdinov
who held the position of Deputy
General Director for not only construction issues, but also for supply and sales, signed all these
invoices having no idea on the
above mentioned transformation
of the goods. He says that now he
understands that every sheet of
paper is an important document
in accounting while earlier he he
was careless about it.
The second wrong-doing was
explained with the International
Women’s Day – March 8. At that
time companies could buy things
for cash only within the given lim-
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its. As for the cashless purchases,
they had to be agreed nearly at
the ministry level. But the workers
wanted to please the ladies and to
present them with beautiful sets
of dishes. That is why Shigaboutdinov allowed making a cashless
payment with no prior approval.
People working in sovkhoz having known about the «damage the
government suffered from» decided to compensate this damage
from their salaries. This was followed by the order to move Shigaboutdinov to the lower working
position. Albert disagreed with
this decision because he couldn’t
understand the reasons for it and
asked out. Even the advice given
by the general manager of sovkhoz to have a rest to think over
and the two months of vacation
couldn’t stop him. He asked out
saying that he never changed his
decisions.
Later he moved to work in Kazan where he was responsible for
construction and renovation of
trading companies. Here, he experienced one more time the inﬂuence of the controlling parties.
Albert told: «One man working in
supreme bodies insisted on building him a holiday home, so-called
Russian «dacha». Answering my
explanations that it wasn’t possible, he offered writing off some
amounts from the ofﬁcial calculation. I said that it was absolutely
not possible, that I was ready to
allocate money from my own salary but, anyway, I wasn’t going to
deceive. My decision was the basis for a plenty of inspections that
followed after that. Nowadays, this
person is very old. I have met him
once and he said that it was his
achievement that I became such
a serious businessman because
he had taught me to overcome
difﬁculties. He had sent many inspections but I held on.
Free ﬂoating
The last place of work on the
way of Shigaboutdinov to private
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students on their next vacation.
This project was a large-scale and
very important one– six thousand
ha of land under irrigation plus
complex of houses. The different meetings were conducted on
a daily basis with top-managers
from Kazan including the Minister of land reclamation who
controlled the department – the
main building owner for the project. This construction project was
coordinated by the regional committee of Communist Party of the
Soviet Union that, together with
«Tatplodovoshprom» association,
offered to Shigaboutdinov to move
there and complete the construction project. They promised a good
salary, bonuses, a corporate car…
This offer was more than attractive. Albert Shigaboutdinov recalls
that at that time his father suffered
from radiculitits and the treatment
required money. Moreover, he had
to support his mother, two sisters,
and the brother. The money he received on his additional seasonal
work wasn’t enough. He went to
his boss with the explanations why
he was going to change his work
and why he couldn’t refuse a good
proposal for a new job. Of course,
this news wasn’t accepted with
joy but he appreciated a position
of Albert and signed his advance
notice with saying: «If you want to
come back I would be happy to
hire you back».
Thus, Shigaboutdinov turned
from a scientiﬁc worker into a rural working person. But his new
position wasn’t the lowest one; he
controlled the construction, supplies and realization of production
in a new sovkhoz.
He spent ﬁve years working in
different positions, such as deputy
director of sovkhoz , main engineer
etc. This place of working took a
whole page in his workbook. Five
years of working can be described
on some several pages of retelling
but we would simply sum up saying that this stage of life became
one big lesson.
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business activity was Tatar Union
of Fish Production. Here, he occupied quite the same job position:
deputy general director for construction, supply and sales. It was
the time of «perestrojka» (transformation period in Russia) with the
development of cooperative forms
of legal organization, the possibility to take the objects in lease.
Shigaboutdinov understood very
well that new forms of organization would become very important
in future. He offered to the General Director of Tatar Union of Fish
Production to lease everything
possible according to the legislation. Shigaboutdinov said: «We will
become the owners. We will work».
But the General Director was doubly careful saying that this period
would end with Mr. Gorbachev
(that time President of the Soviet
Union) leaving his post. This idea
was discussed two more times
but without any success. Thus, Albert decided to change the place
of work one more time and established with his own forces Foreign
Trade Scientiﬁc and Production Department «Kazan». The staff of the
newly established company was
formed by reliable people whom
Shigaboutdinov had been cooperating with for 10-15 years. There
was a good deal of work outstanding, lack of everything. Kazan suffered from shortage of necessary
things, as well. The smokers were
striking. «Kazan» supplied the lots
of cigarettes that covered the demand of Kazan for three years
ahead; lots of sugar; six thousand
light-duty vehicles, auto-packers,
new ﬁre-ﬁghting machines. The
start for selling of technologies
and know-how for export and buying for import was given.
«Kazan» started to help the
trade companies of the Republic
that used to realize their business
through the structures of the Soviet Empire. At the time when the
barter trade structure was at its
highest level, «Kazan» manages
to execute the request of the gov-
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ernment of the Republic and the
republican petrochemical and
reﬁning companies launched the
selling of petrochemical products
and export sales. It was a serious
and hard work, full of unknown
points. But this experience hardened us; moreover, it was a continuous learning. As a head of a new
company, he immersed himself in
books about tax policy, accounting, economics; Shigaboutdinov
visited foreign countries, studied
international law, legal aspects
of business. Those who joined
«Kazan» team later, learned more
seriously. Mr. Shigaboutdinov considers training of staff to be the
most essential point for a company: «A company can reach everything with good qualiﬁed specialists. Our people are our main
wealth. The majority of top managers of TAIF GROUP subsidiary
companies started their careers
in Foreign Trade Scientiﬁc and
Production Department «Kazan».
He says it was his own choice
and he was right: «Each manager
of TAIF GROUP companies is a
professional in his sector of business. The man’s abilities are great,
the available resources have no
limits; what we should do is give
a chance to our people and help
them to approve themselves. This
is the basis of our staff policy».
Public Stock Corporation «TAIF»
was established in 1995 by the
managers of «Kazan» to satisfy
the demands of new reality. The
industry moved step by step to
the market economy. The privatization was started. The shares
and bonds were becoming more
and more popular with new types
of securities – promissory notes –
entering the market. There was a
necessity to organize the work on
the securities market and to have
the correspondent means to work
on it. «TAIF» was established to
deal with this issue. The second
task for the company was to raise
funds on the above-mentioned
markets for the needs of the Re-
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public, for the development of the
companies of Tatarstan. This new
company represented the entirely
new for the Republic type of ownership where shares were owned
by the governmental structures,
as well as by private and foreign
investors. Besides, the idea to
establish this company was generated by American partners of
«Kazan» with whom the company
cooperated while implementing
the export and import operations
during 1992-1993. Some time
passed after TAIF had appeared
on the republican scene, and the
Republic received all necessary
structures of the securities market, i.e. registrar, depositary, legal
company, brokerage company, audit company.
Later, the specialists of «TAIF»,
at request of the government of
the Republic, helped to solve issues the large republican companies were facing. The support
included the raising of credit lines,
the organizing of portfolio ﬁnancing, and development of undeveloped sectors of market.
In 1997, «TAIF» involved one
more line of business; it entered
«Nizhnekamskneftekhim»,
the
largest chemical company in Europe in terms of a number of integrated plants. Before «TAIF» had
entered the company, designed
and constructed during the Soviet
era intended for the production of
semi-goods, it faced some serious
problems. One problem is that the
crude oil distillation unit provided
to supply the feedstock to «Nizhnekamskneftekhim» proved being
unequal to this task. Talking about
ethylene, the feedstock for almost
all types of chemicals produced
at «Nizhnekamskneftekhim», the
volumes of its production were increased from 150 thousand tons
to 450 thousand tons under control of «TAIF». Such kinds of results
were great even if being compared
with the achievements of the Soviet industry. Nevertheless, these
were only the ﬁrst steps of «TAIF» on
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ers to remember about. We delivered 120 th tons of cement and
60 th tons of metal. Just imagine,
these volumes for the company
with just 150 employees. Later,
when I saw how inexperienced
and slow the construction workers
were, I decided that we needed
our own building and construction
departments.» At that time «TAIF»
established «META-TAIF» company.
This company was the ﬁrst in the
Republic to complete turnkey construction of two houses built under the Program for Liquidation of
Shabby Habitation. These houses
are considered to be the best in
terms of quality and construction
period even for today. Since that,
«TAIF» has broadened its role in
the realization of the above-mentioned Program.
The activity of «TAIF» itself has
broadened within the years, as
well.
Creed
One can see no end to the
projects implemented by «TAIF».
Which force does drive the management of a company trying, as it
may seam, to embrace the boundless?
I asked the head of «TAIF»
about whether the business was
a process or an aim for him. He
answered as follows: «You know, I,
as well as plenty of my age mates,
grew up with the feeling that my
country was the best, the richest
in the whole world. Later, when I
started visiting foreign countries,
I began understanding that it
wasn’t quite true, that people living abroad had a better life. But,
anyway, this feeling coming from
the childhood – that my country is
the best – is still very strong. This,
without speaking about our education system, about our specialists. Thus, who if not we should
make everything to improve the
life of people living in our country
up to the level of foreign countries,
or even better. We have all necessary resources to reach this task.
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OJSC «TV and Radio
Broadcasting Company «TVT»
The whole world at the
end of one cable
Sergey Gusev says looking at
the map of Kazan as if he was a
commander: «Today, we covered
all parts of Kazan with 90% of its
population with our network».
But he isn’t a commander. His
profession – construction and
operation of cable networks,
the position he holds in «TV and
Radio Broadcasting Company
«TVT», another subsidiary company of TAIF GROUP – General
Director. Sergey leads the project for covering Kazan with optical-ﬁber network. This isn’t a bychance action; it is the policy of
«TAIF» to choose the most perspective technologies, facing
the demand of the future. Today, the ﬁrst stage of the project
is completed. The subscribers
of «TVT» can view up to 30 most
interesting world TV-channels
dedicated to various interests.
The number of TV-channels will
be increased up to 120. In addition, the multimedia services
are provided through the network with 10 MB/s speed of
connection. Thus, the informative infrastructure of the city has
been established.
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its way to the petrochemical sector. Nowadays, «TAIF» established
its subsidiary branch in Nizhnekamsk, «TAIF-NK», the company that
participates in the construction
of the modern reﬁnery having no
analogues in Tatarstan, together
with
«Nizhnekamskneftekhim»
and «Tatneft».
The work of «TAIF», as well as
the economy of the Republic, depends on the availability of communication means. Taking into
account this requirement, being
far from the desire to earn money
through this business, «TAIF» decided to deal with cellular communication. «TAIF-TELCOM» company was established especially
for this aim. The company turned
to be the ﬁrst on the Republican
market of cellular communication of GSM standard. Today, the
coverage area includes almost
the whole territory of Tatarstan
with 150 thousand of subscribers.
The assembled capacity allows increasing the number of subscribers till 500 thousand. The future
prospects of the company are to
decrease the cost of usage of mobile phone to the cost of ﬁxed wire
phone.
Building and construction became one of TAIF GROUP business
lines after the President Fund for
Liquidation of Shabby Habitation
was established in Tatarstan. At
that time, barter operations were
very popular; many companies
suffered from lack of cash money,
thus, they could offer the produced
goods as the contribution to the
fund. In this case, the task given
to «TAIF» was to convert the goods
into cash. The ﬁrst payment in the
amount of USD 20 mln was made
by «TAIF» from the money obtained
as a credit from the foreign companies. Later, after the goods were
sold, the loan was paid back. Another task given to «TAIF» was the
supply of materials for the needs
of funds. Albert Shigaboutdinov
remembers: «It was such a difﬁcult
task that it still gives me the shiv-

LLC «TAIF-ST»
How to create a masterpiece
from a long term construction
project
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OJSC «IntelSet»
Phone talks with the future
«IntelSet» is transcribed as
«intelligent networks».
The difference between the
previously used technologies
of ﬁxed wire telephony – decade step-by-step PBX – and
the modern digital PBX is determined very easily: the equipment of the previously used
system occupies the area of
one level of a building while another system requires only oneroom area keeping the number
of phone subscribers the same.
But it isn’t the main point. It
is very important that we talk
about better quality and speciﬁcations that digital telephony
can provide. General Director
of OJSC «IntelSet» Rifgat Garaev
says that the company’s activity includes not only the traditional telephony, but also the
equipment of so-called «clever»
ofﬁces, launching of corporate
networks, high-speed Internet
and many other activities. This
is the explanation of the company’s title.
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LLC «Karsar»
Common sense to win
Today, LLC «Karsar» established in 1992 already, narrowed its sphere of activities
because of the changes in the
custom structures of Russia
after the country had been redivided into the districts. Alfred
Shigaboutdinov, head of «Karsar», regrets that Moscow has
less and less trust in the regional districts. And who is in beneﬁt
here? «Karsar» was established
to improve, fasten, and simplify
the custom clearance procedures. But, in current circumstances with Moscow raising its
demands one can’t talk about
any simplifying. Nevertheless,
people working in «Karsar» believe that common sense must
win. That is why «Karsar» opened
a new gas station last year, being one of the best not only in
Tatartsan, but also in Russia, as
a whole.
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The establishment of «MetaTAIF» building and construction company in 1997 wasn’t
enough for TAIF GROUP, as its
development plans were very
large-scale and the requirements for the construction
quality and construction period
were high. Thus, in 1999, «TAIFST» company was established.
It realized the construction of
the second line of «Santel» cellular network, built a number of
objects for the «Karsar» owned
customs terminal; the unique
building of cultural and entertainment complex «Pyramid»
is under construction. Valerĳ
Panchugin, Deputy General Director for designing works of
LLC «TAIF-ST» showing one of
his objects, ofﬁce building in the
center of Kazan, says that this
complex would satisfy the highest demands. But this task is
the hard one: the decision was
taken to create this ofﬁce building on the basis of an abandoned construction project, being in a poor condition to satisfy
the demands of ofﬁce building.
In addition, «TAIF-ST» made a
present to its native city with
new comfortable child health
center. That is why it was given
a permission to renovate the
old child health center and turn
it into an ofﬁce building.
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CJSC «TAIF-Service»
The house we are living in

«Meridian»
The supermarket of tomorrow
It can be said without exaggeration that «Meridian» supermarket is the most popular in
Kazan. It represents a part of
wholesale commodity market,
established by «TAIF». This market provides all services necessary for the wholesale sellers. With its help, Kazan has
become the attractive place
for producers of food. They, for
their turn, provide good choice
for consumers in the shops of
the city. But «Meridian» stands
apart from other shops: it offers
up to 15 thousands varieties
of goods. Rifkat Islamov, manager of «Meridian» and Deputy General Director of Kazan
wholesale commodity market
says that «the range of goods
offered by «Meridian» is unique
even if compared with Moscow
supermarkets.» The only point
he complaints about is lack of
premises. Sure, the shelves are
full of different goods, say nothing of the production of pastry
and salads, own bakery…
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Many people living in Tatarstan are waiting for the opening of the cultural and entertainment complex «Pyramid».
It must be said that «Pyramid»
has been partly opened already.
Anyway, the team of people who
would be responsible for the
building operating had occupied
its administrative part long ago.
Rosa Khalilova, executive director of CJSC «TAIF-ART» feels herself as a mistress of the building, But, to say the truth, she
is uncomfortable with photo
camera, the feeling that can’t
be expressed by a person at her
position. In the nearest future,
she will become the desired object for photo- and telecameras.
Rosa has no information about
the date of opening but she assures that her team is ready for
opening. They prepare a special
program, full of surprises, for
this day. She gave no idea about
what this program could be
alike. That is why we will quote
the words from the charter document of CJSC «TAIF-ART»: «Our
company was established with
the idea to unite people in their
desire to have a rest».
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CJSC «TAIF-ART»
Big secret of «Pyramid»

Evgenĳ Simonov, General
Director of CJSC «TAIF-Service»
shows the house built for the
families of the leading specialists of PSC «TAIF» (it was made
by decision of Albert Shigaboutdinov) with great satisfaction.
Here they have everything to
avoid problems connected with
household: the autonomic systems of water supply and electricity supply, the security system, the shop, the restaurant,
the hairdressing-salon, the
summer swimming pool, the
winter swimming pool, the gym
– everything to take care about
one’s health without leaving
home. There is also a conference-hall for ofﬁcial meetings.
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